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The work of many linguists, grant funded projects, and journals which focus on regional or areal linguists rather than “state-of-the-art” discussions are in danger of going
unnoticed, including much of the fantastic work done at LLACAN. One method to mitigate the hidden nature of these resources is to create indexes which comply with the
Open Language Archives Community standard. The Open Language Archive Community
(OLAC, Simons & Bird 2003) metadata standards are foundational in sharing the existence
of language materials. OLAC was designed to promote resource discoverability across
institutional archives and was built with professional data transmission standards used
in library sciences. However, anyone can submit indexes to OLAC—including indexes of
personal collections. Indexes are fairly straightforward to create; they deliver descriptions
and identifiers pointing out where to find the resources. All that is needed is a published
feed, essentially a string of XML data, that points OLAC to the URL where the index is
located.
In 2012 at the Satellite Workshop for Sociolinguistic Archive Preparation (LSA, Portland)
it was expressed that many individual scholars, who might have data, do not have the
desire to formally archive their data based on institutional policies. They do not want
to openly share the data itself, but they do want people to know it exists. Even if scholars do archive in their institutional repositories (such as HAL), broad-scope search engines (GoogleScholar) may choose to ignore these resources (Arlitsch and O'Brien 2012).
Academically-oriented social networks (academia.edu and researchgate.net) attempt to
find a business opportunity in this discoverability gap (Ovadia 2014; Niyazov, et al. 2016).
Social network solutions and institutional repositories fail to aggregate resources based on
formal ontologies which are meaningful for linguists. As a result, the work of many retired
and late-career linguists is being “lost” to convenient and “required” platforms. Convenience also drives some early-career linguists to use costless-deposit archives (Zenodo,
Figshare, and OSF) without considering discoverability. OLAC lists 390,035 items across
participating archives (as of July 2020); Glottolog lists references for 338,158 items as
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of version 4.2.1. However, OLAC numbers do not necessarily reflect the actual language
resources in archives, and Glottolog numbers reflect more publications than archival materials. Several archives only sporadically updated their metadata feed to OLAC. For instance, the SIL Language and Culture Archives report that it has 46,0001 items via its
website (August 2020). However, only 30,177 are visible in OLAC with submission dates
ranging from 2013 through May 2021.
Even if language materials are deposited in an OLAC participating archive, they may
not be discoverable through OLAC. This leaves it up to the individual or their lab to advertise the existence of their works. By my calculations, the number of linguistic descriptions
grows by approximately 15,000 items per year. Many of these items never find their
way into OLAC or Glottolog — or more specifically language research related indexers.
I propose that the best way for researchers to optimize their social profile — advertising
their experience and academic output — is to archive their content within institutional
repositories but self-host a CV-oriented website, pushing metadata to aggregators.
Using open source technologies following strategies outlined by Utomo & Falahah
(2020) I use Hugo2 and the WowChemy3 theme to demonstrate how a researcher or lab
can achieve these goals without the use of traditional server technologies. I do this with
a modified RSS feed that compiles metadata and produces an OLAC compliant data feed,
the researcher can then advertise language descriptions directly through OLAC.
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